Yulei Guan). Part I. Geometries, unscaled frequencies, and rotational constants for all optimized stationary points at the BB1K/MG3S, MPWB1K/MG3S, M062X/MG3S, B2PLYP/TZVP, B2PLYPD/TZVP, B2PLYPD3/TZVP, mPW2PLYP/TZVP, and mPW2PLYPD/TZVP levels of theory.
Part II. Optimized geometries, unscaled frequencies, and rotational constants for all vinyl nitrite and transition structures using M062X/MG3S level. The τ-i and τ-ii potentials along their torsion coordinates fitted to the Fourier series are also included. Structures Reactant-4 and TS-2 are the isoenergetic mirror images of the Reactant-3 and TS-1 structures, respectively. Note that the M062X/MG3S frequencies are scaled by a factor of 0.97 in the MS-CVT calculations. Torsional potentials (kJ mol -1 ) fitted to Fourier series ( is the torsion angle) Torsional potentials (kJ mol -1 ) fitted to Fourier series ( is the torsion angle) 
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Torsional potentials (kJ mol -1 ) fitted to Fourier series ( is the torsion angle)
V τ-ii = 6.96462 -3.55866cos() + 6.80624cos(2) + 0.32688sin(2) + 0.80175cos(3) + 0.05307sin(3) + 2.02691cos(4) + 0.19774sin(4) -0.07586cos(5) -0.01409sin(5) + 0.13242cos(6) + 0.02135sin(6) -0.47708cos(7) -0.07415sin(7) -0.15013cos(8) -0.03643sin(8) -0.12774cos(9) -0.03438sin(9) + 0.09169cos(10) + 0.03087sin(10) + 0.04289cos(11) + 0.01375sin(11)
